STOP LINE
MARKING AREA = 11.73 SQ. FT.
HALF-MILE MARKER

MARKING AREA = 0.96 SQ. FT.
JUNCTION BOX, PULL BOX,
OR CABLE VAULT MARKINGS

MARKING AREA = 0.56 SQ. FT.
CROSS CULVERT

WHITE OR YELLOW - SEE CONTRACT
CHEVRON OR DIAGONAL

CROSSHATCH MARKING
W = 6" (IN) FOR POSTED SPEED LIMIT OF 40 MPH OR LOWER
W = 12" (IN) FOR POSTED SPEED LIMIT OF 45 MPH OR HIGHER

MARKING AREA = 6.00 SQ. FT.
FULL MILE MARKER

AERIAL SURVEILLANCE MARKERS

MARKING AREA = 1.06 SQ. FT.
DRAINAGE STRUCTURE INLET

DRAINAGE MARKING

NOTE
1. If Rumble Strips are present, install marking outside of the Rumble Strip.